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Synopsis

In the glittering world of high finance, where power and wealth reign
supreme, a forbidden love story unfolds that will forever alter the lives of
two strangers.

Meet Ethan Carter, the enigmatic CEO of Carter Enterprises, a man whose
name is synonymous with wealth, success, and an unyielding
determination. Behind the facade of a ruthless businessman, however, lies
a heart scarred by a painful past.

Enter Emily Hayes, a struggling writer whose dreams of literary success
have long been deferred. When she lands a job as Ethan's secretary, she
finds herself thrust into a world vastly different from her own. As their paths
intertwine, Emily discovers that beneath Ethan's cold exterior lies a man of
unexpected vulnerability.

Driven by a mutual attraction that neither can deny, Ethan and Emily
embark on a perilous journey of forbidden love. Their secret affair ignites a
firestorm of jealousy, betrayal, and danger. As their lives become entangled
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in a web of wicked lies, they must confront the consequences of their
forbidden desires.

A Captivating Cast of Characters

Ethan Carter: The wealthy and powerful CEO of Carter Enterprises,
Ethan is a man of contradictions. He is both ruthless in business and
surprisingly gentle in love.

Emily Hayes: A struggling writer with a heart of gold, Emily is drawn to
Ethan's enigmatic charm and unexpected vulnerability.

Rachel Carter: Ethan's manipulative and possessive ex-wife, Rachel
will stop at nothing to win him back.

Mark Jenkins: Emily's ambitious and resentful colleague, Mark is
fueled by jealousy and a desire to expose Ethan's secrets.

Intricate Plot Twists and Unforgettable Suspense

Wicked Lies is a fast-paced and suspenseful novel that will keep you on the
edge of your seat from beginning to end. The plot twists and turns at every
corner, as Ethan and Emily's secret affair becomes increasingly entangled
in a web of lies and betrayal.

As tensions rise, the stakes become higher, and the consequences of their
forbidden love grow increasingly dire. Ethan's powerful enemies are
determined to destroy his reputation, while Emily's own life is put at risk.

With every revelation, a new layer of deception is uncovered, leaving you
questioning who you can trust and what will happen next.

A Haunting Exploration of Forbidden Love



At its core, Wicked Lies is a haunting exploration of forbidden love. Ethan
and Emily's affair transgresses social norms and challenges the boundaries
of morality. As they navigate the treacherous waters of their secret
relationship, they must confront the consequences of their actions and the
true nature of their love.

The novel delves into the complexities of human nature, exploring the
themes of betrayal, forgiveness, and the enduring power of love.

A Must-Read for Fans of Billionaire Romance and Psychological
Thriller

If you are a fan of billionaire romance or psychological thrillers, Wicked Lies
is a must-read. Ava Harrison's skillful storytelling and unforgettable
characters will captivate you from the first page to the last.

Prepare to be swept away by a world of intrigue, betrayal, and forbidden
love that will leave you breathless and begging for more.
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